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An optimum random-search algorithm is considered. The convergence walditionc ttb the 
greatest increase (local properties) and convcr~encc to the point of extremum (irttqrat 
properties) of a function by optimizing in the prescncc of ntke, are fkwnd. Tfw re’wk$ arc uwd 
for finding a global extrcmum of a multiextremal functicin. 
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1. Introduction 
Conskier a stochastic optimization problem of the following type: tind 
max E, (J,(X, F)) = max U(X)= Q(X*). WI 
XELJCW” s fi L3 CR” 
Here 4(X, E) is a fsrnction of two variables, X and P. X is a vector in D, where D is 
a convex domain containing the origin and X * E D is an optimal pcaint of (%(A’). 
which is assumed to be unique, E is a random variable (T.v.) with a.al unknown 
probability density function (p.d.f.) P(E). Wc assume that at each point X 
possible only to observe individual realiza, ,ls of #(X, F). A solution to prohkm 
(1.1) can be found using the “optimum trial random starch” algorithm (o.t.r.s.$. 
According to this algorithm we approximate the point X” step by stqx If on the 
ith step (i = 1,2,..,) we have reached the point X,, then the nest pint A@, . s i% 
chosen as follows: 
(i) Choose nt > 1 independent random points X, -t g,Eir, on the 
(Xi -I- g,E’>, where y E is a random vector continuously distributed on tho unit qht’r 
with realizations E& (k = 1 9 : . *, m ) and gr 22 0 is a parameter; 
(ii) Consider the sequencle of increments in ob~crvations 
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(iii) Set 
Y ::,I = max(L *a .) Y;,m); (1.3) 
anId let $:, denote the direction which has produced this maximum, 
(iv) Fix the new starting point 
X i-t-1 = r(Xi - tljri( i 0 4) l 
where 71 denotes the proi’*\ : hi operator NI D (Le. for every X E R”, n(X) E D 
and If X - rr(X)jj = minYEU /I A . Y II>; ai PW.I yi are step parameters; and 
&J, := g 7’ Y:“l”::,, . (1 5) .C 
Thus the next point Y , + I in the parameter space D CRn is chosen in the direction 
=?t’ of the greatest increase Y?,,, of the random function $(X, E), i.e. the vector ti m ml
corresponds to the trial optimal among those available. 
This algorithm has been used in many engineering problems [l]. 
2. Integral properties of the algorithm 
The term “integral properties” is used to express the convergence of (1.4)-( 1 S) 
to the point of extremum of Q(X). 
Theorem I. 
titre. Let 
Suppose that almost sitrely (a.s.) $(X, E ) has bounded second deriva - 
for 
E (II& ll’/x~, X ,,...y/Yi)~hf<~ 
llXjllsB cx, j =O,l,..., i. 
(2 1) . 
Let the normalizing factor yi satisfy rhe condition 
O< yi(Ti IIXi II+ hi)<m 
where 
ri = 1 if 11 Wgi II> 0 and T, = 0 if 11 Wig, II= O 
( Wi is defined in (2.4)) and let a,, gi be such that 
cc 3cI 
a, 3 0, g,ao c 7 a,gi < x, c fcm, 2 ai , i=l ,=l g’ 
=oO 
1-I 
(2 2) . 
(24 
then for a/most all ct) the sequence (X, (O )) contlerges to t,+e solution of :he problem 
(1.1). 
Proof. Since Q(X) has bounded second ocrivatives it is eas/ to show that 
E(&/Xi) z CVQ(Xi) + giW, (2 4) . 
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where Ci, and the vector W, have bounded componenas, i.c. 
Ci s IM, < x, 11 WI 11 s A42 < x, VQ(X)= ($,...,$j. 
I Pl 
Further ,the convergence of (1,4)-(M) follows from Theorem 1 [it]. 
3. Local properties of the algorithm 
The term “local properties” is used to express the convergc*Ice of the vector 
X i+l -Xi to the direction of the greatest krease of the function Q(X), when IPI, 
the number of trials, increases to infinity. 
Assume t’hat 
$(X,E)=Q(X)+E, XEDCIR”, (3. I ) 
i.e. each measurement of the continuous function Q(X) is accompanied by additive 
noise E. The noise is distributed independently of X and is not necessarily hounded 
above. Assume that thz vector S l IS continuously distributeId on the unit sphere with 
a density f(S). Let B be the set on the surface of the unit sphcro defin’ed by the 
condition f(Z) > 0, B is the closure of B. Let us also assum that the m;Gmum 
max Q(X + gZ) = Q(X + g?). (E”E B) 
SEfi 
(2.2) 
occurs at the unique point X + g?. 
We are interested in the asymptotic behavior of the sequence of optimum-trial 
directions cE?,i, }z-, defined by 
(3.3) 
Theorem 2. Vector E0 is a.~. the only limiting vector of the sequence (EZ,):, I if mod 
only if the noisa E satisfies the forlo wing property : 
0 For a.e. sequence (F~ );-_ I of its realizations and for ally c 2 0 thm 
exists a natural number KC (which depends on the sequertce) such that 
w hert? 
Fk = maX E,. pj.5) 
IGj=zk -I 
Proof. (1) Suflciency. We want to prove that for t’ki’ry A hc2 s -f~~~g~~~~~~r 
s (E”, 6) of the point 3’ contains almost all optimum-trial directions ZZ, when FITS 
is big enough. 
1”yl ysns , . ‘-P hu jdwsqns ynxlmd E YE sls~xa a~ayl ‘puey lay10 ayl uo . 
‘papunsqun *se s! 
‘T! ‘pG3Aa!L~“?? Sl?M 
jua,~a aqj ‘a~o~a3ay~ yapunoqun *se s! I=:( %} mw3aq 
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&ki 2 &, + c. (3.9) 
Our task is to prove, that with probability P(c) the vector Z” is not the onh w 
limiting vector of the sequence {Z~,}~I = 1. What we actually prove, is a somewhat 
stronger statement: that the set of limiting vectors contains the set 
w,. = B n (S/Q(X + @‘)- c < Q(X -I- gS)s Q(X c gs”)). (3. IO) 
To prove this statement it suffices to show that for any y E B and any 3 >O the 
sequence { ZZ,}rI - 1 will visit the neighborhood S(y, 6) infinitely often. Indeed, for 
any trial there exists a constant positive probability of entering the set S(y, 6) 
This implies that the subsequence of trials {k,), satisfying (LO), a.s. contains a new 
subsequence {k,, ), such that Ek,, E S(y, 6) n WC- holds. The vectors E,,, will be the 
optimum-trial directions, since for any i, 1 s i s k,, - 1. 
2 Q(X + SE’,) + F,. 
The proof is completed. 
&mark. In the case without noise (F = 0 a.~.) one can explicitly calcislr~te the 
number of trials necessary to enter a prescribed &neighhorhood S(z”“‘. 8) of the 
pc- int 3” with a prescribed probahiiity p. 
Define 
i.e., cy i: tl~.~ pr~~bability of visiting S(?, S) at each single trial. The prohatritir~ ~1% 
visiting ;i’i Lf;‘“, 
. S j in at least one of 112 trials erluals 
p,,, = I - (t - a)“*. 
Thus if WC want pPt -‘p it is enough to produce 
trials. 
In the case *here p = I - a, 
In CY In Q -_ 
* ?n(l-a) CY . 
In Table 1 the dependence oi; m WI u is ~WX for tS;% GM. 
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4. 1Multierrtremal problems 
Consider again the problem (1.1). Let us assume that Q(X) has a finite number 
of local maxima and the ;global maximum at some unique point X*. Bn search for 
the point X* a Monte-Carlo method can be employed. According to this method, a 
sample of yn independent trials is carried out, where in the k th trial a point xk E D 
is drawn according to some probability law chosen on its own. Let, 
ly,, =$(X&i), k = L...,m (4 1) . 
and let 
Y”(m) = max( Y,, . . ., Y,). (4 2) * 
Then Y(m) is our estimate for the global maximum 0(X*). Under these 
assumptions D is identified with I? in Section 3, Yik in (1.2) is identified with (4.1) 
and the maximum increment Yym in (1.3) is identified with Y”(m), in (4.2), i.e. with 
ihe estimate for Q(X’*). 
Theorem 2 can be rewritten in the serld;e of convergence to the global maximum, 
and its validity follows immediately. 
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